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Details of Visit:

Author: Trolley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 30 Dec 2009 2pm
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Annabellas MK
Website: http://www.annabellasescorts.com/home.php
Phone: 01908234646
Phone: 01908711821

The Premises:

One of the HOD flats, about which more has been written (and more debate has ensued) than
about any other flats I can think of. HOD flats work for me; clean, well decorated, discreet. 'Nuff
said.

The Lady:

Rebecca is, in the parlance, a stunner. There are many pretty girls at HOD, many who offer a good
service, and in both the preceding areas there are all manner of distinct sub-types. Put bluntly,
Rebecca transcend the norm, looks-wise. She is seriously pretty; a head-turner. If absolutely
nothing else, a girl you would be very, very happy to be seen walking down the street with.

The Story:

This was a car-crash of a punt! A Trolley epic, fast to be forgotten. I had very little time and valour
taking the better part of discretion (put another way, little brain taking over the decision-making from
big brain) I stupidly went with a 20 minute booking, something I generally eschew doing for all the
obvious reasons.

So, Rebecca came in and I was, firstly, blown away by her looks. To add to the pleasure, she was
instantly at ease, friendly, chatty, laid-back, easygoing. So we gabbed comfortably for a good five
minutes, seguing into a pleasant snog and then some very responsive (from her) RO. All going
swimmingly, and by which time I am extremely aroused.

...and that was 20 minutes and, with the next appointment waiting, absolutely nothing anyone (or
Summer) could do. So, a few quid lighter, considerably hornier, and feeling like an absolute idiot, I
was on my bike!

Reading other reports, seeing and meeting Rebecca, and experiencing her company so far as I
have done, I would unhesitatingly recommend her. In fact, I can't wait to go back. I have a feeling
we have a star in the making here!
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